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Writer development scheme seeks East of England voices missing 
from bookshelves 

 

Today (Thursday 22 July), a call has been launched for unpublished fiction writers in the 

East of England to apply for a year-long structured programme of mentoring and support 

which could help to launch their writing career.  

 

Since 2004 the Escalator Talent Development Scheme, run by the National Centre for 

Writing based in Norwich, has supported over 100 early-career novelists and short story 

writers – many of whom have gone on to sign with agents, publish and win awards and 

critical recognition for their writing.  

 

Alumni include Michael Donkor, author of Hold (shortlisted for the Desmond Elliott Prize), 

Cambridgeshire-based historical novelist Guinevere Glasfurd-Brown, and Megan Bradbury, 

whose debut novel Everyone is Watching was published by Picador.  

 

The East of England is made up of a diverse society of many voices, and supporting writers 

who are under-represented on UK bookshelves has become a core objective of the project. 

 

Florence Reynolds, Programme Manager at NCW, said: 

 

‘The East of England is a hotbed of creative talent, but research shows that 

additional and disproportionate barriers remain for those writers who are already 

under-represented in UK publishing. Through the Escalator programme, our hope is 

to support under-represented writers from our region as they take the next steps in 

developing their craft and reaching their goals. NCW recognises that barriers to 

representation and the writing life take many different forms, and above all we are 

looking for great stories and creative potential, irrespective of style, genre or subject 

matter. So, if you’re not sure whether Escalator is right for you, you could be just the 

writer we're looking for!’ 



 

You are eligible to apply to Escalator if you write fiction, live in the East of England 

(Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, Essex, Norfolk or Suffolk), and meet one or 

more of the following criteria: 

 

• self-identify as Black, brown or ethnically diverse, LGBTQI+, and/or working class;  

• have a disability, chronic illness, or caring responsibilities;  

• are in receipt of a state pension, Jobseekers’ Allowance, Disability Benefits, Income 

Support, Universal Credit or Working Tax Credits, or face other economic barriers; 

• have not undertaken any formal creative writing qualifications. 

 

Monique Guz is a Norfolk-based working-class writer who took part in Escalator last year. 

She said:  

 

‘As part of the 2020 cohort, I was able to participate in experiences and opportunities 

not usually accessible to me. This included one-to-one mentoring that kept me 

motivated and focused throughout a most difficult year. Seeing me through it was my 

mentor Megan Bradbury, who not only remotely – and relentlessly – cheered me on 

but believed in my voice and helped me experiment with a range of forms.  

 

‘The scheme opens a lot of doors – especially for marginalised writers – and offers 

valuable insight into “the other side” from the mouths of agents and editors. Keep 

applying – I first applied in 2015!’ 

 

Escalator normally mentors ten writers each year but in 2020, cutbacks in traditional funding 

meant that NCW could only support six writers. Following a successful fundraising 

campaign, £10,113.24 was raised by the public to ensure a full cohort for 2021. 

 

Ten successful applicants to this year’s scheme will receive a year-long package of support 

including five sessions of one-to-one mentoring with an experienced writer; a day retreat 

based at the National Centre for Writing, Dragon Hall; and a showcase event with an 

audience of invited guests and industry professionals (subject to Covid-19 pandemic 

restrictions). 

 

Owen Nicholls took part in Escalator in 2018, and published his debut Love, Unscripted a 

year later. He returns this year as a mentor. He said: 



 

‘In 2018, I was delighted to be invited onto the Escalator Scheme. Now, three years 

and two novels later, I am equally delighted to be invited back as a mentor. If I can 

pass on half of what I learned from my time on the scheme, I'll be twice as pleased.  

 

‘Escalator is a fantastic opportunity not just to learn, write and meet good people, but 

to have something that really stands out on your submission letter. Not forgetting the 

showcase at the end of the programme, where you get to present your work in front 

of agents and publishers who might one day put your words in front of readers. Get 

applying!’ 

 

Owen is joined by fellow mentors Megan Bradbury, Michael Donkor, Yvvette Edwards and 

Kate Worsley – many of whom are alumni of the Escalator programme who have gone on to 

publish prize-winning and critically acclaimed novels. 

 

The deadline for applications to Escalator is 10:00 BST on Monday 30 August 2021. The 

selected writers will need to be available to take part in the scheme between late November 

2021 and July 2022. Full entry requirements and terms and conditions can be found at 

nationalcentreforwriting.org.uk/escalator. 

 

With additional thanks to Amazon Literary Partnership and The Lady Hind Trust for 

supporting this year’s programme. 
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Notes to Editors: 
 

1. For further information or images contact Steph McKenna, Communications Manager at 

steph@nationalcentreforwriting.org.uk or 01603 877177 

 

2. The National Centre for Writing (NCW) is a place of discovery, exchange, ideas and learning for 
writers, literary translators and readers. Based in the restored and extended 15th century Dragon Hall 
in the heart of Norwich England’s first UNESCO City of Literature, it explores how writing can inspire 
and change the world we live in. Its year-round programme of events, festivals and courses reaches 
over 14,000 people a year with an additional 110,000 engaged online. Through its learning and 
participation programme it supports 4,440 young people a year and has a commitment to working 
with those in the most disadvantaged areas. NCW’s patrons include Margaret Atwood, JM Coetzee, 
Kei Miller and Elif Shafak. www.nationalcentreforwriting.org.uk 
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3. Escalator is the National Centre for Writing’s annual talent development scheme open to all fiction 
writers (novel or short story) living in the Eastern Region (Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, 
Hertfordshire, Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk). It has been running for over a decade and has supported 
over 110 writers in their creative projects, with many going on to sign with agents, publish and 
receive awards for their writing. The region is made up of a diverse society of many voices, and 
supporting writers who are under-represented on UK bookshelves has become a core objective of the 
project. 
 
Ten successful applicants are selected for this free scheme, all of whom commit to a period of 
mentoring, a series of development opportunities, talks and workshops as part of a residential 
retreat, and take part in a final showcase. nationalcentreforwriting.org.uk/escalator/ 
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